
Abstract 

1. Introduction 

The centric slider crank cxccutcs rhc forward anti return strokes with equal timings as 
opposed to ?be oflbct slider-crmk mc~.hanisrn ' 7 % ~  offset slider prank is used in 
mechanisms where working steokc is to be slower than the faster return stroke or vice 
versu. Figure 1 shows the dead-center positions of the offset slider-crank mechanism. The 
angle 012 of crank &,A ctmespoiiiis to thc ntotion of  the slides H from the inner dead 
center position H,  to the outer tlc;itl wntcr position IF2, th:: length BIB2 being S12, the 
stroke of the slidcr. For prcscrihed dead center positions slider-crank mechanisms can be 
synthesized using the pn,cedurcs in l':tol. Ilain\and ~;rgci'. A similar approach is 
adopted here for adjustable slider-crank riicchanisrns, an area which has not received 
much attention in rccent years. A liicriiture surveyJ indicates that no work has been 
carried out on p!anar ;ldjust;~hle zlider-cr;ink mechirnisms which have applications in 
bottling plants and pl-esscs'. 

2. Synthesis 

Care 1 
It is required to synthe5ize an offset slider-crank mechanism for a specific time ratio Tr 
and stroke SI2 for the original device and the same time rat;o T, but a different stroke si, 
for the adjusted device. 

The tlme ratio 7; is defined as 
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FG. 1. Two dead-centel oositions of slider RG. 2. Adjustment A 
crank nlechanlsnl 

lnput crank rotatlon for forward stroke - Q12 
T, = 

Input crank rotatmn tor return stroke- 360 - lIL2 

The relative pole Rzl and circles k, and kb are determmed (fig. 2) corresponding to the 
time ratio T, and stroke SIz (= BIB2) using the procedure in ~ a o ' .  

Keeping point A0 and line AoBo fixed the above procedure is repeated to determine 
the relative pole R;, and circles k:, and k; corresponding to the time ratio T, same as 
earlier and a new stroke Si2 (=BiB;). 

Sectors NS and N'S' of the circles kb and k; are loci of the slider pivot B in original and 
adjusted position respectively'. Out of the three link lengths of the offset slider-crank 
mechanism (namely the input crank AoA, connecting rod A B  and offset e), any one 
length can be specified and held constant with t k  other two being varied to attain the 
adjusted device. Three types of adjustments are as a consequence possible. 

Adjustment A: Offset e constant (6s. 2) 

Draw line 1-1 parallel to the required direction of motion of slider and at the specified 
constant distance e from A,. Line 1-1 intersects sectors N'S' and NS at points B1 and Bz. 



Join B$Ao and B2A,, to intcrsccl circles k;, and k,, in points A; and A ,  respectively. 
Linkages A,,A2B2 and A,,A;B; are the rcqnired soit~tions to the prohlem. 

Adlutment B. Input crank length A,,A conslant (fig. 3) 

With center A. and radius cqual to spccified crank length AoA draw a circular arc 
intersecting k, and k:, in points A2 and A:. The lines AoA2 and AOAi or their extensions 
intersect sectors NS and N'Sf in points B2 ,,nd B$ respectively. Linkages AOAZBI and 
AoAiBi are the required linkages. 

Adjuhnent C: Connecting rod length AR constant (fig. 4) 

Draw rays A&', A@", etc.. through point A,, at any regular angle from AoN' to 
intersect, sector N'S' in points B;, A;, etc., and circles k: and K,, in points A; andA2, etc. 
Select any mechanism whose connecting rod length in original and adjusted positions 
(A282 and Ale;) matches the specified one. Figure 4 shows the solution of the problem 
which has been arrived at aftcr many trials. 

The graphical synthesis method discussed above can he applied to two more cases as 
follows. 

Case 2 
It is required to synthesize a slider-crank mechanism for time ratio T, and stroke &2 
which could after adjustment provide a new tlme ratio T:  but the same stroke Siz. 
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I(&rring to fig 5 .  relative poles R2, and Ri,,  circles k,,. k:, and k,,,  kj, correspond~ngt~ 
timc ratlos T, and 1': and constant strokc Si2 arc determined. The sectors NS and N'SI 
are the loci of B and B' (the slider pivot B) for the original and adjrlsted linkages 
respectively. Further strps are along the graphical synthesis procedure explained in Case 
1, which can now he applicd €01 adjustments to eithcr crank, ot.fset or connecting rod, 

Case 3 
I t  is required to synthesi~e an offset slider-crank mechanism for time ratio T, and stroke 
SL2 which could after adjustment provide a new time ratio T:  and a new strokc Si2. 

Referring to fig. 6, relative poles R2, and Ri,, circles k , ,  k: arid khr kb corresponding to 
time ratios T,, T: and strokes SI2, SiZ respectively are deicrmined. As explained in Case 
2, the sectors NS and N'S' are the loci of B and R' (the slider ptvot R )  Tor the original and 
adjusted linkages respectively. The graphical synthcs~s procedure explained in Case 1 
can now be applied for the three different types of adjustments keeping one link length 
constant at  a time. 

3. Transmission angle 

So far we have discussed the general p ~ m c d u r e  for synthesis of the adjustable 
slider-crank mechanisms. It is well known that the transmission angle is an important 
criterion and its minimum and maximum values form the basis for the final selection of a 
given mechanism from the numerous solutions available. The transmission angle p with 
the crank a s  input IS rllcasuved as shown in fig. 1 and it should be maintaincd within 

FIG. 5. Case 2 . FIG. 6 Case 3 



reasonable limits of YO? 8 both 10: the Origirliil m d  ;~diiistcd iinkige and throughout the 
rotation of the input crank. 

Note that the value p,,,,, increases with ir~crcasc in time sittio 7;. Further if one wcrc to 
set the Imit on p as 90-i 6 :1nd i t  A =  4.5'' C:III h ~ '  1o l~s : t l~d  then it is notxed that the t i ~ n e  
ratio of both original and adjusted nitTch:tnism should hc rectrictcd to a h w e  0.8. Further 
the synthesis is to he carried out with $1, lying in a cruall m g e  midway between 5" and 25' 
both for the original as well as the adjuslcti dcvicc. This ensures that the valc~c ot F,,,,,, is 
above45". It may be noted from fig. 8 that the value ofp,,:,, is alw:~ys reasonably close to 
90". Adesigncr can vary the dimensions of the li~i!i:lgcs in thc region shown sh;tded in fig. 
8 in ordcr to ensure e rcason;lhie p,.,,,,. 'I-his i~pplic'i tli 00th the original and the adjusted 
linkages. 

4. Conclusion 

Synthesis procedures havc been prcscntcd for  adjustable slider-crank n~echanisrns for 
different timz ratios and constant s t n ~ k e s ,  amstant  time ratios and different strokes as 



well as for both different time ratios and different 5trokcs. The nlcthod yields a desiSo 
zone in which mechanism3 selected lor adjustabiiity experience desired minimum 
transmission angles leading to przctical solution to the  prohiein. 
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